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In this talk I will describe three studies (two completed, one in progress) that investigate the social
implications of user practices on social media platforms as shaped by the affordances of ephemerality,
persistence, and broadcasting in online communication processes. First, I’ll describe a study that
examined how Snapchat interactions are perceived by college students and some of the practices
associated with why snaps were broadly experienced as positive, supportive, and enjoyable. I'll then
share research that explores a thin slice of activity we believe offers insight into social capital and
relationship maintenance processes online: the broadcasting of requests for help via the Facebook status
update feature. Finally, I will describe a new project that seeks to better understand the relationship
between clicking and attention practices in Facebook using a combination of eye‐tracking, interview, and
survey data. This study will extend contemporary scholarship that argues passive uses of social network
sites are associated with lower well‐being outcomes by unpacking what may be happening when users
choose not to click.
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